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by the vibration of Its love to God.1 The participants wear
voluminous bell-shaped skirts. After prayers led by the
sheikh they file in stately procession before their master,
reverentially saluting him with a low bow, each In turn.
This function is repeated several times. Then follows the
circling. When the dancer glides on to the floor his head
is inclined and his arms are stretched out; the fingers of one
hand are raised, those of the other are held drooping, sym-
bolical of his being the medium of grace, received from
heaven to be dispensed on earth. During the whirling the
eyes are shut. As the pace increases the skirts spread out
around the dancer like a wheel or disk. When exhausted
he takes a rest, but, again resuming, glides into the circle
for another round. On the floor there may be several dan-
cing together or not more than one at a time. The dance
may last, with brief pauses for prayer, for two hours, at
the close of which the sheikh himself takes part.
Such are some of the practices that enter into the life of
the dervish, formal methods by which the life is expressed,
parts of the machinery of the dervish organization. To
the Western traveller witnessing the public performances
at Constantinople or Cairo they can give no possible clew
to the principles of the orders. What these principles are in
essence is expressed by a definition given in my hearing by
a learned sheikh of the Shazillyeh, the most spiritual order.
"The Ways/* he said, are "simply means of turning the
mind to spiritual things/' To this semi-official definition I
would add the unprejudiced generalization of Baldensperger,
arrived at empirically by long observation of the dervishes
themselves and by knowledge of the estimate in which
they are held by the Moslem peasants of Palestine, among
whom he was brought up and with whom he had business
relations for years. "The general idea of these dervishes
and the reason why they exist is that they may not sin. By
wearing bad clothing, being absorbed in prayer, having no
earthly comfort, and going about asking alms they are sup-
posed to keep themselves pure, and the more welies, nebies,
and holy places they visit the more they have merit before
1 See E. Sell (op. cit.)t p. 120.

